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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(1) Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a time-sharing data transfer apparatus for a data processing system including a plurality of modules interconnected through a common data bus, in which the modules use the data bus in a time-sharing mode for data transfer.

(2) Description of the Related Art

The following methods have heretofore been proposed for utilizing a common data bus in a time-sharing mode to transfer data among modules constituting a system:

First Prior Art Example

In a first prior art example of data transfer control methods, a single handshake line interconnects a plurality of operational modules which execute unit processes included in a series of operations, respectively, and share a single data bus line. The handshake line is used to form gate circuits among the operational modules. Separate transmission and reception timing is set to the individual operational modules. The modules use the data bus for data transfer among themselves, according to use timing synchronized with handshake clock pulses and assigned in a time-sharing manner. Such data transfer is based on information from the gate circuits that the transmitting and receiving modules coincide in readiness to transmit data to the data bus and receive the data from the data bus.

Second Prior Art Example

A second prior art example, which is an image processing method, has a plurality of operational modules for processing image data through distinct sequences of their own, a common data bus line for supplying the image data to the operational modules, and a clock generator for generating data input/output signals with particular timing provided by dividing each bus cycle for controlling data transfer between the operational modules and data bus line. Thus, the operational modules are allowed to process the image data in a selected order.

The above prior art examples are applicable where data are transferred among the operational modules that process data in a fixed order, or among the modules that process data in a selected order. The data are processed in a desired order by applying the data processing order as a preset data to the modules. To achieve this, each bus cycle determined according to the number of operational modules constituting a system has a fixed length. Further, a plurality of time divisions constituting one bus cycle (hereinafter called bus slots) are fixedly assigned to the respective modules in advance.

However, where the modules constituting a data processing system process data independently of one another, it is undesirable from the viewpoint of data transfer efficiency to employ the prior art method having a fixed bus cycle length or bus slots fixedly assigned to the modules. That is, when only part of the modules require data transfer, the length of one bus cycle should, for the sake of data transfer efficiency, be decreased according to the number of modules requiring the data transfer. Conversely, when an increased number of modules require data transfer, the bus cycle length should be increased accordingly. Further, if one module demands more data than other modules, it will be more effective to assign a greater number of bus slots in one bus cycle to that module than to the other modules.

An apparatus for transferring data between a plurality of modules connected to a common bus line in a time-sharing mode by setting bus slots as minimum time units of data transfer and repeating a bus cycle formed of a plurality of bus slots corresponding to the number of data transfer requests is known from EP-A-0 028 891, according to which the bus slots are set by commands from a host computer, intermediate codes called transaction codes are used to identify time slots, and a FIFO memory or the like is used to synchronize data transmission and reception.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention has been made having regard to the state of the art noted above. The object of the present invention, therefore, is to provide a time-sharing data transfer apparatus for transferring data among a plurality of modules in a time-sharing mode through a common data bus, in which the number of bus slots constituting one bus cycle is variable with requests from the modules, thereby to enable an efficient transfer of data.

The above object is fulfilled, according to the present invention, by an apparatus for transferring data in a time-sharing mode by setting bus slots as minimum time units of data transfer and repeating a bus cycle formed of a plurality of bus slots corresponding to the number of data transfer requests as defined in claim 1.

The present invention has the following functions.

When a data transfer request is received from certain of the modules through the command line, the system controller designates a suitable bus slot from the bus slots currently out of use, commands the bus controller to establish this bus slot, and notifies the slot number of this bus slot to the modules concerned. If this data transfer should be carried out at high speed, the system controller commands the bus controller to generate the same bus slot plural times in one bus cycle. Upon receipt of the slot set command, the bus controller...
sets the designated new bus slot to the bus cycle formed of bus slots currently used, thereby increasing the number of bus slots. The bus controller repeatedly transmits slot enable signals peculiar to these slots. The modules taking part in the data transfer compare successively a series of slot enable signals received from the bus controller with the slot number given in advance by the system controller, and exchange data with the bus line upon agreement between the slot enable signals and the slot number.

When the system controller receives notice of completion of data transfer between certain of the modules, the system controller commands the bus controller to eliminate the bus slot used in this data transfer. Then, the bus controller eliminates the designated bus slot from the bus cycle having a group of bus slots currently used in data transfer, thereby decreasing the number of bus slots. The bus controller repeatedly transmits slot enable signals peculiar to the remaining slots.

It will be understood from the above description that, in the time-sharing data transfer apparatus according to the present invention, the number of slots constituting one bus cycle is variable with an existing number of data transfer requests. When certain data transfer should be carried out at high speed, the same slot is generated plural times in one bus cycle. Thus, efficient data transfer is effected among a plurality of modules while using the common bus line.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shown in the drawings a form which is presently preferred, it being understood, however, that the invention is not limited to the precise arrangements and instrumentalities shown.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an outline of a time-sharing data transfer apparatus according to the present invention;

Fig. 2 is an explanatory view of a way in which data are transferred among external data processing units;

Fig. 3 is an explanatory view of bus cycles each including a plurality of bus slots;

Fig. 4 is an explanatory view of a way in which interface circuits are connected;

Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing details of a bus controller;

Fig. 6 is a waveform diagram of pulses used in time-sharing transfer control;

Fig. 7 is a timing chart showing an operation of the bus controller for generating a plurality of bus slots;

Fig. 8 is a timing chart showing an operation of the bus controller for increasing the number of bus slots;

Fig. 9 is a timing chart showing an operation of the bus controller for decreasing the number of bus slots;

Fig. 10 is a block diagram showing a specific construction of an interface circuit for data transmission only;

Fig. 11 is a timing chart showing an operation of the interface circuit for data transmission only;

Fig. 12 is a block diagram showing a specific construction of an interface circuit for data reception only; and

Fig. 13 is a timing chart showing an operation of the interface circuit for data reception only.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

A preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail hereinafter with reference to the drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an outline of a time-sharing data transfer apparatus.

This apparatus includes a bus line 1, a plurality of external data processing units 2 (21, ..., 2i, ..., 2n), and interface circuits 3 (31, ..., 3i, ..., 3n). The interface circuits 3 are associated with the external data processing units 2, respectively, and use the bus line 1 in a time-sharing mode for data transfer among themselves. In this embodiment, the bus line 1 includes a data bus having 32 signal lines, and a control bus having 7 signal lines. The external data processing units 2 and interface circuits 3 formed in pairs correspond to the modules according to the present invention.

The external data processing units 2 are not limited to any particular types. In the case of a page make-up system for use in a plate making process, for example, these units 2 may be an image pick-up scanner for reading original images, an external image storage such as an optical disk for storing image data read by the scanner, an image processor for cutting particular images out of the image data read from the external storage or working on a layout of such images, a monitor for displaying the layout of images, and a recording scanner for recording such images on films.

The interface circuits 3 may have a function only to output data to the bus line 1, a function only to input data therefrom, or both the output and input functions. This depends on the functions of the external data processing units 2 to which the interface circuits 3 are connected. The external data processing unit 2 and interface circuit 3 in each pair are interconnected through an external connecting line 6 having 32 data lines and 2 handshake lines.

The illustrated apparatus further includes a bus controller 4 for outputting bus control data necessary to the time-sharing transfer of data among the interface circuits 3 connected to the bus line 1. Details of the bus control data will be described later. Here, the concepts of "bus cycles" and "bus slots" determined by the bus controller 4 for the time-sharing transfer of data will be
described with reference to Figs. 2 and 3.

Fig. 2 shows several external data processing units 2 by way of example, with the interface circuits 3 and bus controller 4 not shown. Fig. 3 shows relations between bus slots and bus cycles. The bus controller 4 has a function to divide a transfer time axis of the 32-bit data bus in the bus line 1 by a predetermined minimum unit of data transfer time (e.g. 200nsec). This minimum time unit is herein called "bus slot" or simply "slot". One bus slot allows a single act of data transfer to take place between certain of the external data processing units 2.

The bus slots are generated in the number corresponding to the number of data transfer requests made to the data bus. Assume that, as shown in Fig. 2 for example, requests have been made simultaneously for data transfer among the external data processing units 2, i.e. for data transfer A from a disk 21 to an image processor 22, data transfer B from the image processor 22 to a color monitor 23, and data transfer C from a scanner 24 to a disk 25. In this case, the bus controller 4 establishes three bus slots #1, #2 and #3 as shown in Fig. 3 (a), for effecting transfers A, B, and C, respectively. These bus slots #1 to #3 are repeated till completion of the data transfers. The repetition of the bus slots is herein called "bus cycles".

Thus, the bus cycles are variable with the number of data transfer requests. In the above example, if transfer B is completed first, the bus cycles will include slots #1 and #3 as shown in Fig. 3 (b). On the other hand, if an additional data transfer request or requests is/are made, the bus cycles may include four or more bus slots as shown in Fig. 3 (c). The bus cycles are not necessarily formed of different bus slots only. In the example shown in Fig. 2, data transfer B may have to be faster than data transfers A and C. In this case, as shown in Fig. 3 (d), the same bus slot (which is bus slot #2 in the illustrated example) may be generated plural times for one bus cycle. The bus controller 4 carries out such a bus slot generating operation which will be described in greater detail later.

Specifically, the bus controller 4 outputs signals corresponding to the bus slots generated (hereinafter called "slot enable signals") to the control bus in the bus line 1. The interface circuits 3 are thereby notified of time-sharing transfer timing.

Reverting to Fig. 1, the time-sharing data transfer apparatus further includes a system controller 5 for controlling the entire apparatus. The system controller 5 is connected to the respective interface circuits 3 and bus controller 4 through a bidirectional command line 7. The bus controller 4 monitors identification numbers of the bus slots generated by the bus controller 4 (hereinafter called "slot numbers"). Upon receipt of a data transfer request from any one of the external data processing units 2 through the interface circuit 3 associated therewith, the system controller 5 designates a slot number among the bus slots currently out of use, and commands the bus controller 4 to generate a bus slot corresponding to that slot number. At the same time, the system controller 5 transmits the slot number to the interface circuits 3 of the external data processing units 2 taking part in the data transfer. As will be described in detail later, each interface circuit 3 compares the slot number from the system controller 5 successively with the slot enable signals transmitted from the bus controller 4 through the control bus. The interface circuits 3 ascertain data transfer timing by agreement between the slot number and slot enable signal.

Next, a connecting structure between bus line 1 and interface circuit 3 and a connecting structure between interface circuit 3 and external data processing unit 2 will be described with reference to Fig. 4. The bus line 1 and each interface circuit 3 are interconnected through the data bus DB having 32 signal lines and through the control bus having 7 signal lines. Specifically, the control bus has the following lines:

1. A basic clock line: This is a single signal line for transmitting basic clock CL. The basic clock CL is outputted from the bus controller 4.
2. A bus clock line: This is a single signal line for transmitting bus clock BCL having a cycle period twice that of the basic clock. The bus clock BCL is outputted from the bus controller 4.
3. Slot enable lines: These are signal lines for transmitting slot enable signals SE generated by the bus controller 4. This embodiment provides four slot enable lines. Each slot enable signal SE has four bits, and therefore the bus controller 4 is capable of generating 16 types of bus slots #1 to #16. The number of bits constituting each slot enable signal SE may be increased to allow a greater number of bus slots to be generated.
4. Valid data line: This is a single signal line for allowing a handshake between data transferring interface circuits 3. This line itself forms a wired AND by being pulled up to logic [1] (normally 5V) by a pull-up resistor, not shown, provided on the line. The signal on the data valid line is hereinafter called the data valid (DV) signal.

An interface circuit 3a and an external data processing unit 2a for data reception only, shown in Fig. 4, are interconnected through 32 data lines for transferring data and 2 handshake lines for allowing a handshake as noted hereinbefore. Signals for the handshake include a data output ready signal OR transmitted from the interface circuit 3a to the external data processing unit 2a when data is ready for transmission, and a data gain signal DG transmitted from the external data processing unit 2a to the interface circuit 3a when data is received by the external data processing unit 2a. Similarly, an interface circuit 3b and an external data processing unit 2b for data transmission only are interconnected through 32 data lines and 2 handshake lines. Signals for the handshake therebetween include a data input
ready signal IR transmitted from the interface circuit 3b to the external data processing unit 2b when data is ready for reception, and a data transmit signal DT transmitted from the external data processing unit 2b to the interface circuit 3b when data is transmitted from the external data processing unit 2b.

The bus controller 4 has a slot enable signal output section which will be described next with reference to Fig. 5.

The bus controller 4 includes a CPU 41 acting as a slot setter for generating slot numbers and a varied number of bus slots constituting one bus cycle (number-of-set-slots data) in response to slot generation commands received from the system controller 5, latch circuits L15a, L14a, L13a, ... L0a for latching the slot numbers, latch circuits L15b, L14b, L13b, ... L0b corresponding to the latch circuits L15a-L0a (the reason for providing the two groups of latch circuits will be described later), latch circuits LN1 and LN2 for latching the number-of-set-slots data, a selector circuit 42 acting as a slot number selector for selecting one of outputs from the latch circuits L15b-L0b, a counter 43 acting as a select signal generator for applying a select signal to the selector circuit 42, a basic clock generating circuit 45, a bus clock generating circuit 46, a reference pulse generating circuit 47, a gate circuit 48, an SR flip-flop 49, a monostable multivibrator 50, and a latch circuit 51.
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The basic clock generating circuit 45, bus clock generating circuit 46, and reference pulse generating circuit 47 generate the basic clock CL, the bus clock BCL having a cycle period twice that of the basic clock, and reference pulses P1-P4 as shown in Fig. 6, respectively. The basic clock CL and bus clock BCL are transmitted also to the interface circuits 3 through the bus line 1 as noted hereinbefore.

Operations of the bus controller 4 to generate (and eliminate) the slots will be described in sequence hereinafter.

(A) Generation of a selected number of slots:

Reference is now made to the timing chart of Fig. 7. Assume that the system controller 5 commands the bus controller 4 to establish two bus slots #1 and #2. In response to this command, the CPU 41 of the bus controller 4 generates data output pulses at a slot set output port (15) thereof, and at the same time outputs to a CPU bus a 4-bit data [0001] corresponding to slot #1. This data is latched by the latch circuit L15a with a rise (at a point of time T1 in Fig. 7) of the data output pulses outputted from the output port <15>.

Subsequently, the CPU 41 generates data output pulses at a slot set output port (14) thereof, and outputs to the CPU bus a data [0010] corresponding to slot #2. This data is latched by the latch circuit L14a with a rise (at a point of time T2 in Fig. 7) of the data output pulses (not shown) outputted from the output port <14>.

When the data corresponding to slots #1 and #2 have been latched, the CPU 41 generates data output pulses at a slot number set output port (N), and outputs to the CPU bus the value complementary to 2 in the 4-bit structure of the number of slots currently generated. For example, "15" is outputted if the number of slots in one bus cycle is "1", "14" if the number of slots is "2", "13" if the number of slots is "3", "1" if the number of slots is "15", and "0" if the number of slots is "16". In this assumed case, the number of slots established is "2", and therefore "14" (i.e. a 4-bit data [1110]) is outputted to the CPU bus. This data is latched by the latch circuit LN1 with a rise (at a point of time T3 in Fig. 7) of the data output pulses outputted from the output port (N). This data is latched also by the latch circuit LN2 with a next rise of reference pulses P3.

Upon completion of data setting to all of the latch circuits Lxxa (the subscript xx represent "15" to "0"), the CPU 41 generates control pulses at an output port <L-end> to transfer these data to the corresponding latch circuits Lxxb. These control pulses form a reset signal applied to the RS flip-flop 49, whereby a Q-terminal output signal LE thereof becomes "L" level (at a point of time T4 in Fig. 7). The "L" level output signal of the RS flip-flop 49 is applied to a D input terminal of the latch circuit 51. As a result, a Q-bar terminal output signal LE' of the latch circuit 51 becomes "H" level with a rise of reference pulses P2 inputted to a clock terminal CK of the latch circuit 51. This "H" level output signal LE cancels gating action of the gate circuit 48, thereby allowing a carry signal C of the counter 43 to emerge as an output signal Load-b from the gate circuit 48.

The counter 43 increments output data (in 4 bits) with each rise of clock CK inputted thereto. On the other hand, when a load clock terminal LCD is in "H" level, the counter 43 presets data inputted to a load data terminal LDD with a rise of clock CK. The carry signal C outputted from a carry terminal becomes "H" level when the count of the counter 43 reaches "15". The carry signal C becomes "L" level upon presetting of "14" to the counter 43.

Assume that value "12" is set to the latch circuit LN2 in an initial state of the timing chart of Fig. 7. Then, the counter 43 raises the carry signal C to "H" level at a point of time T5. This carry signal C is outputted from the gate circuit 48 as the signal Load-b. The contents of the latch circuits Lxxa are transferred to the latch circuits Lxxb at a point of time T6 of a rise of the output signal Load-b.

At the same time, the monostable multivibrator 50 is triggered to generate pulses having a fixed time width, e.g. 200nsec. These pulses (SET signal) set the RS flip-flop 49, whereby the Q-bar terminal output signal LE' of the latch circuit 51 becomes "L" level for allowing the gate circuit 48 to take gating action. The carry signal C thereafter generated by the counter 43 does not cause output data of the latch circuits Lxxa to be latched by the latch circuits Lxxb.

Consequently, the 4-bit data [0001] and [0010] are inputted to input terminals (15) and (14) of the selector
circuit 42, respectively. Simultaneously therewith, i.e. at the point of time T6, the counter 43 receives data (which is "14") from the latch circuit LN2 at the LDD terminal to use it as preset data.

At this time, the count of the counter 43 is "14" which is applied as an output data to a select terminal SEL of the selector circuit 42. As a result, the 4-bit data [0010] inputted to the input terminal (14) of the selector circuit 42 is selected and outputted through a buffer 44 to a slot enable line in the bus line 1. This 4-bit data is a slot enable signal SE#2 corresponding to slot #2.

The counter 43 is incremented to count "15" by a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T7 in Fig. 7). This count is outputted to select terminal SEL of the selector circuit 42, whereby the 4-bit data [0001] inputted to the input terminal (15) of the selector circuit 42 is selected and outputted to a slot enable line in the bus line 1. This 4-bit data is a slot enable signal SE#1 corresponding to slot #1.

The moment the count of the counter 43 becomes "15", the carry signal C becomes "H" level again. With a next rise of the reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T8 in Fig. 7), the data "14" of the latch circuit LN2 is preset to the counter 43 again. As a result, the counter 43 outputs the data "14" whereby the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#2 corresponding to slot #2.

The counter 43 is incremented by a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T9 in Fig. 7), thereby to output data "15". Then, the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#1.

In this way, a bus cycle formed of the slot enable signals SE#1 and SE#2 is repeated in synchronism with rises of the reference pulses P1. The two groups of latch circuits Lxxa and Lxxb are provided between the CPU 41 and selector circuit 42 in order to adjust operating timing of CPU 41 and selector circuit 42. This is desirable since, generally, the operation of CPU 41 is not synchronized with the selector circuit 42 or the like which is an external circuit under control.

(B) Increasing the number of slots:

An operation to increase the number of slots to be used from 2 to 3 will be described next with reference to the timing chart of Fig. 8. It is assumed here that slots #1 and #2 are currently used. In response to requests from the external data processing units 2, the system controller 5 designates unused slots in the order of numbering, and commands the bus controller 4 to generate these slots. In this example, slot #3 is generated.

In response to the command from the system controller 5 to establish slot #3, the CPU 41 of the bus controller 4 generates data output pulses at a slot set output port (13) (not shown), and at the same time outputs to the CPU bus a 4-bit data [0011] corresponding to slot #3. This data is latched by the latch circuit L13a (not shown) at a point of time T1 in Fig. 8.

The CPU 41 then generates control pulses at the output port (L-end) to transfer the data from the latch circuit L13a to the latch circuit L13b (not shown) at a point of time T2 in Fig. 8. Consequently, the contents of the latch circuit L13a are transferred to the latch circuit L13b with a next fall of the carry signal C of the counter 43 (at a point of time T3 in Fig. 8).

Next, in order to increase the number of slots on the bus, the CPU 41 generates data output pulses at the slot number set output port (N), and outputs to the CPU bus the value "13" complementary to 2 in the 4-bit structures of the number of slots currently generated which is "3". This data is latched by the latch circuit LN1 at a point of time T4 in Fig. 8, and is latched also by the latch circuit LN2 with a next rise of reference pulses P3 (at a point of time T5 in Fig. 8).

The output data "13" of the latch circuit LN2 is preset to the counter 43 with a next rise of reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T6 in Fig. 8). At this time, the count of the counter 43 is "13" which is applied as an output data to the selector circuit 42. As a result, the selector circuit 42 outputs the data [0011] inputted from the latch circuit L13b to an input terminal (13) thereof. This data is a slot enable signal SE#3 corresponding to slot #3.

The counter 43 is incremented by a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T7 in Fig. 8), thereby to output data "14". Then, the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#2. The counter 43 is incremented again by a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T8 in Fig. 8), thereby to output data "15". Then, the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#1.

With the count "15" of the counter 43, a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T9 in Fig. 8) causes the output data "13" of the latch circuit LN2 to be preset to the counter 43 again. As a result, the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#3. The slot enable signals SE#2 and SE#1 are outputted in synchronism with subsequent reference pulses P1. In this way, a bus cycle formed of the slot enable signals SE#1-SE#3 is repeated.

(C) Decreasing the number of slots:

Upon completion of data transfer between certain external data processing units 2, these processing units 2 transmit notice to that effect to the system controller 5. Then, the system controller 5 transmits a command to the bus controller 4 to eliminate the slot having been used in the above data transfer. This operation will be described on the assumption that slots #1-#4 have been used and slot #2 is to be eliminated. Reference will be made to the timing chart of Fig. 9.

In response to the command from the system controller 5 to eliminate slot #2, the CPU 41 of the bus controller 4 sets the value of slot #4 to the latch circuit L14a in Fig. 5 corresponding to slot #2 (at a point of time T1 in Fig. 9). Next, in order to transfer this data to the output latch circuit L14b, the CPU 41 generates control pulses
at the output port <L-end> (at a point of time T2 in Fig. 9). These control pulses cause the value of slot #4 to be latched by the latch circuit L14b with a next fall of the carry signal C of the counter 43 (at a point of time T3 in Fig. 9). The slots outputted to the bus thereafter are such that slot #4 appears twice in one bus cycle in place of slot #2 now eliminated.

Next, in order to rectify the slots appearing in one bus cycle, the CPU 41 sets to the latch circuit LN1 in Fig. 5, the value "13" complementary to "3" which is the correct number of slots in the bus cycles. This value is latched by the latch circuit LN2 with a next rise of reference pulses P3 (at a point of time T4 in Fig. 9). The output data of the latch circuit LN2 is preset to the counter 43 with a next fall of the carry signal C (at a point of time T5 in Fig. 9). As a result, the selector circuit 42 selects the data inputted to the input terminal (13) thereof, and outputs the slot enable signal SE#3.

The counter 43 is incremented by a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T6 in Fig. 9), thereby to output count "14". Consequently, the selector circuit 42 selects the data inputted to the input terminal "14", and outputs the slot enable signal SE#4. The counter 43 outputs count "15" with a next reference pulse P1 (at a point of time T7 in Fig. 9), whereby the selector circuit 42 outputs the slot enable signal SE#1. With the count "15" of the counter 43, a next rise of reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T8 in Fig. 9) causes the output data "13" of the latch circuit LN2 to be preset to the counter 43 again. Subsequently, as in the foregoing operation, a bus cycle formed of the slot enable signals SE#3, SE#4 and SE#1 is repeated in synchronism with the reference pulses P1.

(D) Other type of slot generation:

There may be a case in which data transfer between particular external data processing units 2 should be effected faster than those between other processing units 2. In such a case, the system controller 5 commands the bus controller 4 to generate a particular slot plural times in one bus cycle, depending on a required data transfer rate, as shown in Fig. 3 (d).

Assume that, in data transfer using slots #1-#6, slot #4 is caused to appear four times in one bus cycle, for example. Since one bus cycle includes nine slots in this case, the CPU 41 sets "7" to the latch circuit LN1. Consequently, the counter 43 outputs counts "7" to "15" to the selector circuit 42 in synchronism with reference pulses P1.

On the other hand, the CPU 41 sets data of slots #1-#6 used to the latch circuits L15a-L7a. Since slot #4 appears four times in one bus cycle, the data of slot #4 is set to four latch circuits. In this embodiment, the slots are set to the latch circuits L15a-L7a in the order of #1, #4, #2, #4, #3, #4, #5, #4 and #6. The same slot is dispersed in the above arrangement since the interface circuits 3 are constructed such that the same interface circuit 3 is prohibited from continuously transmitting or receiving data by means of adjacent slots.

The data in the latch circuits L15a-L7a are latched by the latch circuits L15b-L7b with falls of the carry signal C outputted from the counter 43. Subsequently, slot enable signals SE#1, SE#4, SE#2, SE#4, SE#3, SE#4, SE#5, SE#4 and SE#6 are outputted in succession with variations in the count of counter 43 and synchronously with reference pulses P1.

While, in the above example, slot #4 is caused to appear plural times in one bus cycle, it is possible to cause different types of slots to appear plural times in one bus cycle, respectively.

This ends the description of the operations of the bus controller 4. Next, specific constructions of interface circuit 3a for data reception only and interface circuit 3b for data transmission only, shown in Fig. 4, will be described. The interface circuits 3 capable of both data reception and data transmission have a construction combining those of the interface circuits 3a and 3b, and their construction will not be described. The construction of the interface circuit 3b for data transmission only will be described first with reference to Fig. 10.

The interface circuit 3b includes a control command processor 31 for receiving a slot set command from the system controller 5 through the command line 7 and setting a slot number (SLOT #1), a comparator 32 for comparing the slot number with slot enable signals SE# successively transmitted from the bus controller 4, a first handshake processor 33 for validating output of the comparator 32 based on a handshake with a receiving interface circuit 3 through the data valid lines of the bus line 1, a second handshake processor 34 for handshaking with the external data processing unit 2b, and a latch circuit 35 for latching data received from the external data processing unit 2b. Though not shown, the interface circuit 3b also includes internal circuits for generating reference pulses P1-P4 as shown in Fig. 6, based on the reference clock CK and bus clock BCK received from the bus controller 4.

An operation of the interface circuit 3b will be described hereinafter with reference to the timing chart of Fig. 11. The hatched regions in Fig. 11 signify that data or levels may be in any conditions.

It is assumed here that data is transferred by means of slot #1. Upon receipt of a command from the system controller 5 to establish slot #1, the control command processor 31 generates a data (i.e. 4-bit data [0001]) corresponding to slot #1, and applies this data to one input of the comparator 32. The comparator 32 compares the slot number set by the control command processor 31 with the slot enable signals SE# successively transmitted from the bus controller 4. When the slot enable signal SE#1 corresponding to slot #1 is received, the comparator 32 outputs a match signal EQ to the first handshake processor 33 (at a point of time T1 in Fig. 11).

If, at this time, the receiving interface circuit 3 is in a state for accepting data and a DVout signal in "H" level
is on the data valid lines, this DVout signal is applied to one input of an AND gate G1 through a buffer B1. As a result, the match signal EQ of the comparator 32 passes through the AND gate G1 and enters a D-terminal of a flip-flop FF1. This match signal EQ is latched with a rise of reference pulses P4 (at a point of time T2 in Fig. 11) applied to a T-terminal of the flip-flop FF1.

An output signal SLTE of the flip-flop FF1 is applied to one input of a NAND gate G2 and one input of an AND gate G3. Assume that a data to be transferred is latched by the latch circuit 35 at present. Then, output of the AND gate G3 is in "H" level at present. Then, output of the AND gate G3 is in "H" level during a period of no reference pulse P4 (i.e., a period from reference pulse P1 to reference pulse P3). As a result, the buffer B3 is opened to output the data of latch circuit 35 to the data bus. The data are transferred, avoiding the periods of reference pulses P4, in order to prevent the data transferred by adjacent slots from interfering with each other on the data bus.

On the other hand, when a next reference pulse P3 is applied to the other input of the NAND gate G2 (at a point of time T3 in Fig. 11), with the output signal SLTE of the flip-flop FF1 applied to the one input thereof, output of the NAND gate G2 rises to activate a reset terminal RS-bar of a flip-flop FF2 in the second handshake processor 34. As a result, Q-bar output of the flip-flop FF2 becomes "H" level which is applied as a data input ready signal IR to the external data processing unit 2b. At this time, an output signal DVin from a Q-terminal of the flip-flop FF2 becomes "L" level. This output signal DVin is outputted to the data valid line through a buffer B2 in the first handshake processor 33 to notify the receiving interface circuit 3 that data are not outputted thereto.

When a CPU (not shown) of the external data processing unit 2b confirms that the data input ready signal IR is in "H" level, the CPU outputs a data transfer signal DT to a flip-flop FF3 of the interface circuit 3b (at a point of time T4 in Fig. 11). Consequently, the flip-flop FF3 in the second handshake processor 34 latches the data transfer signal DT and outputs an "H" level signal with a next rise of reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T5 in Fig. 11). This output signal IDG is applied to the latch circuit 35, whereby a next data outputted from a latch circuit 21 in the external data processing unit 2b is latched by the latch circuit 35. In this example, the data transfer signal DT has a pulse width larger than the period of the reference pulse P1, and the data inputted to the latch circuit 35 is sufficiently stable and definite.

When the signal IDG becomes "H" level, the output of flip-flop FF2 is reversed to raise the signal DVin for handshake to "H" level, thereby to notify the receiving interface circuit 3 of the condition ready to transmit data.

Subsequently, as described above, the bus controller 4 transmits the slot enable signal SE1, and the signal DVout for handshake becomes "H" level, whereby the data is transmitted from the latch circuit 35.

Next, the construction of the interface circuit 3a for data reception only will be described with reference to Fig. 12.

The interface circuit 3a for data reception only, as does the interface circuit 3b for data transmission only, includes a control command processor 31, a comparator 32, a first handshake processor 33, and a second handshake processor 36. The second handshake processor 36 is peculiar to the interface circuit 3a.

An operation of the interface circuit 3a will be described herein after with reference to the timing chart of Fig. 13. It is assumed here that data is transferred by means of slot #1. As in the interface circuit 3b described above, when the signal DVout on the data valid line in the bus line 1 is in "H" level, and the slot enable signal SE1 is transmitted from the bus controller 4, the comparator 32 outputs a match signal EQ whereby the first handshake processor 33 outputs a signal SLTE in "H" level (at a point of time T1 in Fig. 13). This signal SLTE is inputted to a D-terminal of a flip-flop FF4 in the second handshake processor 36.

An output signal BDG of a Q-terminal of the flip-flop FF4 becomes "H" level with a rise of reference pulses P3 inputted to a T-terminal thereof (at a point of time T2 in Fig. 13). This signal BDG causes a latch circuit 35 to latch data from the bus line 1.

With the signal BDG becoming "H" level, output of a Q-terminal of a flip-flop FF5 becomes "H" level and output of a Q-bar terminal "L" level. The Q output is transmitted as a data output ready signal OR to a CPU (not shown) of the external data processing unit 2a. The Q-bar output (signal DVin) is outputted to the data valid line through a buffer B2 in the first handshake processor 33. The data valid line is changed to "L" level to notify the transmitting interface circuit 3 that data cannot be accepted.

Upon receipt of the data output ready signal OR, the CPU of the external data processing unit 2a returns a data gain signal DG to the second handshake processor 36 (at a point of time T3 in Fig. 13). At the same time, the CPU causes a latch circuit 21 in the external data processing unit 2a to latch data from the latch circuit 35. It is assumed here that the signal DG has a pulse width larger than the period of reference pulse P1.

The signal DG is received by a flip-flop FF6 in the second handshake processor 36 whose Q output is reversed to "H" level with a next rise of reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T4 in Fig. 13). This Q output is applied to one input of a NAND gate G4. Output of the NAND gate G4 becomes active with a next rise of reference pulses P1 (at a point of time T5 in Fig. 13). As a result, the flip-flop FF5 is reset to reverse the Q output and Q-bar output, thereby changing the data output ready signal OR to "L" level and the signal DVin to "H" level. From the data output ready signal OR in "L" level, the external data processing unit 2a learns that interface circuit 3a is not ready to output data. With the signal DVin in "H" level, the interface circuit 3a notifies the
transmitting interface circuit 3 of readiness to accept data.

Subsequently, as described above, when the signal DOut on the data valid line in the bus line 1 is in "H" level, and the slot enable signal SE #1 is transmitted, the comparator 32 outputs the match signal EQ whereby the first handshake processor 33 outputs the signal SLTE to cause the latch circuit 35 to latch the data on the data bus. By establishing a handshake with the external data processing unit 2a, the data is transferred from the latch circuit 35 to the external data processing unit 2a.

The constructions of bus controller 4 acting as a bus controlling device, and interface circuits 3a and 3b acting as modules are not limited to the foregoing embodiment, but may be varied as desired. The bus controller 4 will serve the purpose if operable in response to the commands from the system controller 5 for generating bus slots adequate to data transfer between the external data processing units 2. The interface circuits 3 will serve the purpose if operable for comparing a series of slot enable signals transmitted from the bus controller 4 with slot numbers received from the system controller 5 in advance, and exchange data with the data bus upon agreement therebetween.

Claims

1. An apparatus for transferring data in a time-sharing mode by setting bus slots as minimum time units of data transfer and repeating a bus cycle formed of a plurality of bus slots corresponding to the number of data transfer requests, said apparatus comprising:

a plurality of modules (21, ..., 2n) connected to a common bus line (1) for transferring data therethrough, bus control means (4) for controlling a time-sharing transfer of data between said modules through said bus line, and system control means (5) connected to said modules and said bus control means through a bidirectional command line; wherein said modules (21, ..., 2n), respectively, have first handshake processing means (33) interconnected through a single data valid line; said system control means (5) is operable, upon receipt of a data transfer request from certain of said modules (21, ..., 2n), to command said bus control means to generate a bus slot necessary for the data transfer, and to notify said certain of said modules of a slot number for use in the data transfer, and upon receipt of data completion transfer notice from said certain ones of said modules, to command said bus control means to eliminate said bus slot; said bus control means (4) is operable, upon receipt of a slot set command from said system control means (5), to set a new bus slot to a bus cycle including a group of bus slots currently used, thereby increasing the number of bus slots, and to transmit slot enable signals peculiar to the respective bus slots repeatedly, and upon receipt of a slot eliminate command from said system control means, to eliminate from the bus cycle a designated one of the bus slots currently used in the data transfer, thereby decreasing the number of bus slots, and to transmit the slot enable signals peculiar to the remaining bus slots repeatedly; and each of said modules (21, ..., 2n) is operable to compare successively a series of slot enable signals received from said bus control means (4) with a slot number given in advance by said system control means, and to exchange data with said bus line upon agreement between the slot enable signals and the slot number and when said data valid line is enabled.

2. An apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein said bus line includes a data bus formed of a plurality of signal lines for use in the data transfer between said modules, and a control bus formed of a plurality of signal lines for use in control of said time-sharing transfer of data between said modules, said control bus including at least one signal line for transmitting a clock signal that determines timing of said time-sharing transfer of data, a plurality of signal lines for transmitting said slot enable signals, and at least one signal line for allowing a handshake between said certain of said modules.

3. An apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein each of said modules includes:

an interface circuit connected to said bus line and said command line and having at least one of functions to receive data and to transmit data; and an external data processing unit for transferring data through a handshake with said interface circuit.

4. An apparatus as defined in claim 2, wherein said bus control means includes:

clock signal generating means for generating said clock signal that determines timing of said time-sharing transfer of data, and transmitting said clock signal to said modules through one of the signal lines in said control bus; slot setting means operable in response to one of said slot set command and said slot eliminate command from said system control means to output a slot number data corresponding to a designated bus slot number and to output a
number-of-set-slots data corresponding to the number of bus slots constituting one bus cycle; latch means for latching said slot number data and said number-of-set-slots data outputted from said slot setting means; select signal generating means operable in response to said number-of-set-slots data received from said latch means to generate a select signal of a type corresponding to said number-of-set-slots data with the timing determined by said clock signal; and slot number data selecting means operable in response to said select signal received from said select signal generating means to select successively the slot number data latched by said latch means, and to transmit the slot number data as the slot enable signals to said modules through certain of signal lines in said control bus.

5. An apparatus as defined in claim 4, wherein said latch means includes:

a first group of latch circuits for latching, with timing determined by said slot setting means, said slot number data and said number-of-set-slots data outputted from said slot setting means; and a second group of latch circuits for latching, with the timing determined by said clock signal generated by said clock signal generating means, said slot number data and said number-of-set-slots data latched by said first group of latch circuits.

10. An apparatus as defined in claim 3, wherein said interface circuit having the function to transmit data includes:

comparing means for successively comparing the slot number received from said system control means through said command line for use in the data transfer, with the series of slot enable signals received from said system control means through said control bus, and outputting a match signal when said slot number coincides with one of said slot enable signals; first handshake processing means for validating said match signal received from said comparing means, based on a handshake with a receiving module through said control bus; second handshake processing means for establishing a handshake with said external data processing unit connected to said interface circuit; latch means for latching data from said external data processing unit in response to a command from said second handshake processing means; and buffer means for outputting the data latched by said latch means to said data bus in response to a command from said first handshake processing means.

15. A system as defined in claim 3, wherein said interface circuit having the function to receive data includes:

comparing means for successively comparing the slot number received from said system control means through said command line for use in the data transfer, with the series of slot enable signals received from said system control means through said control bus, and outputting a match signal when said slot number coincides with one of said slot enable signals; first handshake processing means for validating said match signal received from said comparing means, based on a handshake with a transmitting module through said control bus; latch means for latching data on said data bus in response to a command from first handshake processing means; and second handshake processing means for establishing a handshake with said external data processing unit connected to said interface circuit, thereby to transfer the data latched by said latch means to said external data processing unit.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Übertragung von Daten im Time-Sharing-Betrieb durch Einstellen von Buswarte- schlangenfreiplätzen als minimale Zeiteinheiten der Datenübertragung und Wiederholen eines Buszyklus, der aus einer Anzahl von Buswarte- schlangenfreiplätzen entsprechend der Anzahl von Datenübertragungsanforderungen gebildet ist, wobei die Vorrichtung aufweist:

eine Anzahl von Modulen (2_1, ..., 2_n), die mit einer gemeinsamen Bus-Leitung (1) zur Datenübertragung durch diese verbunden sind, Bussteuermittel (4) zur Steuerung einer Time-Sharing-Übertragung von Daten zwischen den Modulen durch die Busleitung, und Systemsteuermittel (5), die mit den Modulen und den Bussteuermitteln über eine bidirektionale Befehlsleitung verbunden sind; wobei die Module (2_1, ..., 2_n) erste Handshake-Verarbeitungsmittel (33) aufweisen, die über eine einzelne Datengültigkeitleitung verbunden sind, die Systemsteuerungsmittel (5) so betreibbar sind, daß sie mit Erhalt einer Datenübertra-
gungsanforderung von gewissen der Module (2₁, ..., 2ₙ) den Bussteuermitteln befehlen, einen für die Datenübertragung notwendigen Buswarteschlangenfreiplatz zu erzeugen, den gewissen der Module eine Warteschlangenfreiplatzzahl zur Verwendung bei der Datenübertragung mitteilen, und daß sie mit Erhalt eines Hinweises über den Abschluß der Datenübertragung von den gewissen der Module den Bussteuermitteln befehlen, den Buswarteschlangenfreiplatz zu eliminieren, die Bussteuermittel (4) so betreibbar sind, daß sie mit Erhalt eines Warteschlangenfreiplatz-einstellbefehls von den Systemsteuermitteln (5) einen neuen Buswarteschlangenfreiplatz in einem Buszyklus, der eine Gruppe von aktuell benutzten Buswarteschlangenfreiplätzen enthält, einstellen, womit die Anzahl von Buswarteschlangenplätzen erhöht wird, und daß die Warteschlangenfreiplatzaktivierungssignale, die für die einzelnen Buswarteschlangenfreiplätze eigentümlich sind, wiederholt übertragen, und daß sie mit Erhalt eines Warteschlangenfreiplatz-Eliminierungsbefehls von den Systemsteuermitteln einen bezeichneten der aktuell bei der Datenübertragung benutzten Buswarteschlangenplätze aus dem Buszyklus eliminieren, womit die Anzahl von Buswarteschlangenfreiplätzen vermindert wird, und sie die Warteschlangenfreiplatzaktivierungssignale, die für die verbleibenden Buswarteschlangeplätze eigentümlich sind, wiederholt übertragen, und jeder der Module (2₁, ..., 2ₙ) so betreibbar ist, daß er aufeinanderfolgend eine Folge von von den Bussteuermitteln (4) empfangenen Warteschlangenfreiplatzaktivierungssignalen mit einer vorab auf die Systemsteuermittel gegebenen Warteschlangenplatzzahl vergleicht, und er Daten mit der Busleitung bei Übereinstimmung zwischen den Warteschlangenfreiplatzaktivierungssignalen und der Warteschlangenplatzzahl, und wenn die Daten- gültigkeitsleit ung aktiviert ist, ausstauscht.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei jeder der Module aufweist:

- eine Schnittstellenleitung, die mit der Busleitung und der Befehlselektivierung verbunden ist und wenigstens eine der Funktionen des Datenempfanges und der Datenübertragung aufweist, und
eine externe Datenerwartungseinheit zur Übertragung von Daten über Handshake mit der Schnittstelleleit ung.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Bussteuermittel aufweisen:

- Takt signal erzeugungsmittel zur Erzeugung des Taktsignals, welches die Zeitlage der Time-Sharing-Datenübertragung bestimmt, und Übertragung des Taktsignals auf die Module über eine der Signalleitungen im Steuerbus, Warteschlangenfreiplatzeinstellmittel, die an sprechend auf den Warteschlangenfreiplatz-einstellbefehl oder den Warteschlangenfreiplatzeliminierungsbefehl der Systemsteuermittel so betreibbar sind, daß sie Warteschlangenfreiplatzzahlwerte, die einer bezeichneten Bus warteschlangenfreiplatzzahl entsprechen, und Anzahl-gesetzter-Warteschlangenplätze-Daten, die der Anzahl von einem Buszyklus bilden den Buswarteschlangenfreiplätzen entsprechen, ausgeben.
- Verriegelungsmittel zum Verriegeln der Warteschlangenfreiplatzzahlwerte und der Anzahl-gesetzter-Warteschlangenfreiplätze-Daten, die von den Warteschlangenplatzeinstellmitteln ausgegeben sind,
- Auswahlsignalwurzeigungsmittel, die an sprechend auf die von den Verriegelungsmitteln er haltenen Anzahl-gesetzter-Warteschlangenfreiplätze-Daten so betreibbar sind, daß sie ein Auswahlsignal einer Art, die der Anzahl-gesetzter-Warteschlangenfreiplätze-Daten entspricht, mit der durch das Taktsignal bestimmten Zeitlage erzeugen, und Warteschlangenfreiplatzdatenauswahlmittel, die an sprechend auf das von den Auswahlsignalwurzeigungsmitteln empfangene Auswahlsignal so betreibbar sind, daß sie aufeinanderfolgend die mit den Verriegelungsmitteln verriegelten Warteschlangenfreiplatzzahlwerte auswählen, und sie die Warteschlangenfreiplatzzahlwerte als Warteschlangenfreiplatzaktivierungssignale auf die Module über gewisse der Signalleitungen in dem Steuerbus übertragen.
5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei die Verriegelungsmittel enthalten:

   eine erste Gruppe von Verriegelungsschaltungen zur Verriegelung der Wartschlangenfreiplatzzahl und der Anzahl-gesetzter-Wartschlangenfreiplätze-Daten, die von den Wartschlangenfreiplatzstellenmitteln ausgegeben sind, mit einer durch die Wartschlangenfreiplatzstellenmittel bestimmten Zeitlage, und
die eine zweite Gruppe von Verriegelungsschaltungen zur Verriegelung der Wartschlangenfreiplatzzahl und der Anzahl-gesetzter-Wartschlangenfreiplätze-Daten, die durch die erste Gruppe von Verriegelungsschaltungen verriegelt sind, mit der Zeitlage, die durch das mit den Taktseignern erzeugten Taktsignal bestimmt wird.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Schnittstelenschaltung, die die Funktion, Daten zu übertragen, hat, enthält:


Revendications

1. Dispositif pour transférer des données dans un mode dit en temps partagé en établissant des créneaux-bus, lesquels constituent les unités de temps minimales du transfert de données, et en répétant un cycle de bus formé d'une pluralité de créneaux-bus correspondant en nombre au nombre de demandes de transfert de données, l'édit dispositif comportant :

   une pluralité de modules (\(2_1, \ldots, 2_n\)) connectés à une ligne de bus (1) commune pour transférer des données via celle-ci, des moyens de commande de bus (4) pour commander un transfert de données en temps partagé entre lesdits modules via ladite ligne de bus, et des moyens de commande de système (5) connectés auxdits modules et auxdits moyens de commande de bus via une ligne de commande bidirectionnelle ;
dans lequel lesdits modules (\(2_1, \ldots, 2_n\)), respectivement, comportent des premiers moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison (33) interconnectés via une ligne de validation de données individuelle ;
lesdits moyens de commande de système (5) peuvent agir, lorsqu'il est reçue une demande de
2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la dite ligne de bus comporte un bus de données formé d'une pluralité de lignes de signaux à utiliser lors du transfert de données entre lesdits modules et un bus de commande formé d'une pluralité de lignes de signaux à utiliser dans la commande dudit transfert de données en temps partagé entre lesdits modules, ledit bus de commande comportant au moins une ligne de signaux pour transmettre un signal d'horloge pour déterminer le cadencement dudit transfert de données en temps partagé, une pluralité de lignes de signaux pour transmettre lesdits signaux de validation de créneaux, et au moins une ligne de signaux pour permettre l'établissement d'une liaison entre certains desdits modules.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, dans lequel chacun desdits modules comporte:

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, dans lequel lesdits moyens de commande de bus comportent:

des moyens générateurs de signal d'horloge pour générer ledit signal d'horloge qui détermine le cadencement dudit transfert de données en temps partagé, et transmettre ledit signal d'horloge vers lesdits modules via l'une des lignes de signaux dudit bus de commande; des moyens d'établissement de créneaux pouvant agir, en réponse à ladite commande d'établissement de créneau ou à ladite commande d'élimination de créneau provenant desdits moyens de commande de système, pour délivrer en sortie des données de numéro de créneau correspondant à un numéro de créneau-bus désigné et délivrer en sortie des données de nombre de créneaux établis correspondant au nombre de créneau-bus constituant un cycle de bus; des moyens de verrouillage pour verrouiller lesdites données de numéro de créneau et lesdites données de nombre de créneaux établis délivrées en sortie par lesdits moyens d'établissement de créneaux; des moyens générateurs de signal de sélection pouvant agir, en réponse auxdites données de nombre de créneaux établis reçues en provenance desdits moyens de verrouillage, pour générer un signal de sélection d'un type correspondant auxdites données de nombre de créneaux établis conformément au cadencement déterminé par le signal d'horloge; et des moyens de sélection de données de numéro de créneau pouvant agir, en réponse audit signal de sélection reçu à partir desdits moyens générateurs de signal de sélection, pour sélectionner successivement les données de numéro de créneau verrouillées par lesdits moyens de verrouillage, et transmettre les données de numéro de créneau, sous la forme de signaux de validation de créneaux, vers lesdits modules via certaines lignes de signaux dudit bus de commande.

5. Dispositif selon la revendication 4, dans lequel lesdits moyens de verrouillage comportent:
un premier groupe de verrous pour verrouiller, conformément au cadencement déterminé par lesdits moyens d'établissement de crâneaux, lesdites données de numéro de crâneau et lesdites données de nombre de crâneaux établis livrées en sortie par ledits moyens d'établissement de crâneaux ; et un second groupe de verrous pour verrouiller, conformément au cadencement déterminé par ledit signal d'horloge généré par lesdits moyens générateurs de signal d'horloge, lesdites données de numéro de crâneau et lesdites données de nombre de crâneaux établis verrouillées par ledit premier groupe de verrous.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit circuit d'interface pourvu de la fonction d'émission de données comporte :

   - des moyens de comparaison pour comparer successivement le numéro de crâneau reçu à partir desdits moyens de commande de système via ladite ligne de commande à utiliser dans le transfert de données à la série de signaux de validation de crâneaux reçus à partir desdits moyens de commande de bus via ledit bus de commande, et délivrer en sortie un signal de coïncidence lorsque ledit numéro de crâneau coïncide avec l'un desdits signaux de validation de crâneaux ;
   - des premiers moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison pour valider ledit signal de coïncidence reçu à partir desdits moyens de comparaison, sur la base de l'établissement d'une liaison avec un module destinataire via ledit bus de commande ;
   - des seconds moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison pour définir une liaison avec ladite unité de traitement de données externes connectée audit circuit d'interface ;
   - des moyens de verrouillage pour verrouiller les données de ladite unité de traitement de données externes en réponse à une commande émanant desdits seconds moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison ; et
   - des moyens formant tampon pour délivrer en sortie les données verrouillées par lesdits moyens de verrouillage sur ledit bus de données en réponse à une commande émanant desdits premiers moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ledit circuit d'interface pourvu de la fonction de réception de données comporte :

   - des moyens de comparaison pour comparer successivement le numéro de crâneau reçu à partir desdits moyens de commande de système via ladite ligne de commande à utiliser dans le transfert de données à la série de signaux de validation de crâneaux reçus à partir desdits moyens de commande de bus via ledit bus de commande, et délivrer en sortie un signal de coïncidence lorsque ledit numéro de crâneau coïncide avec l'un desdits signaux de validation de crâneaux ;
   - des premiers moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison pour valider ledit signal de coïncidence reçu à partir desdits moyens de comparaison, sur la base de l'établissement d'une liaison avec un module source via ledit bus de commande ;
   - des moyens de verrouillage pour verrouiller les données présentes sur ledit bus de données en réponse à une commande émanant des premiers moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison ; et
   - des seconds moyens de traitement d'établissement de liaison pour définir une liaison avec ladite unité de traitement de données externes connectée audit circuit d'interface, pour transférer ainsi les données verrouillées par lesdits moyens de verrouillage vers ladite unité de traitement de données externes.
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